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Lexical density of reports by publisher

Journal of Field 
Archaeology 
46(5), 2021, 
pp. 289-302
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A Visual Archaeology?
“an explicitly visual science … [which] has from its 
very beginnings developed a distinctive visual 
language that it has used to communicate theories, 
technical principles, and data” (Moser 1996, 185). 

a discipline in which its “illustrative traditions are 
central” (Moser 2001, 280). 
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Images as a universal language?

“Translate such data into words, and 
not only are they removed one step 
further from reality but also their 
meaning is put internationally at risk … 
Since we can all understand each 
other’s drawings and photographs 
whatever language we happen to 
speak, it must always be folly to 
verbalize where we could visualize.” 

B. Hope-Taylor  (1967) ‘Archaeological 
Draughtsmanship: Part III’, Antiquity, 41(163), 
pp. 181–189.
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A Logocentric or Iconophobic 
Archaeology?
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“… images like measured drawings, and 
especially photographs, … ‘presence’ a 
thing in a way that numbers and words 
can never do, and that is because as 
records, they engage our senses … 
whereas numbers and words involve more 
abstract, conceptual thinking. Not that an 
image does not involve such abstract 
thought either – maps or even technical 
drawings require us to think, but they 
have this added visual quality which is 
usually backgrounded when reading a list 
of numbers or string of text …” 
(Lucas 2023, 57-8)
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Text vs image: thickness vs 
ambiguity?

Keith May (2020) The Matrix: Connecting Time and Space in Archaeological 
Stratigraphic Records and Archives, Internet Archaeology 55
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• Spatial 
information 
not in 
report
• Ambiguities 

present
• Inter-

relationship 
between 
text and 
graphic
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• Diagrammatic representations using conventions
• Partial and/or stylistic representation
• Some ambiguities present
• Inter-dependence of text and graphic
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Extracting information from images

•Much more difficult than text
• Classification/categorisation as text description?
• Use of neural networks?
• Algorithmic ‘seeing’ differs from ‘real world’
• Lack of interpretability
• Trained on photographs not diagrams

• Use archaeological drawing conventions as basis 
of training dataset?
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Persistent or Erased ghosts?
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Understanding knowledge 
creation

• Include the visual as well as the textual
• See reports etc. as the end of a knowledge 
process …
• Track data journeys from initial encounter 

to final report
•Understand consumption as well as 

creation?
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